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Chapter 109 

 

With Lexi being on all four, pinning Sandra to the floor and feeding Sandra the rich and nutritious baby 

batter that I had deposited into her mouth and throat and stomach just moments ago, my fingers run 

along her bubbly ass lightly and hook themselves under her quite sexy black lacing from behind . 

 

I swiftly pull the soft and elastic fabric to the side, setting it onto one of her ass cheeks and uncovering 

her beautiful process in the process . 

 

Those pinkish nether lips are moist, readying to envelope my cock and allowing me to fill her inside in 

full . 

 

Well, don't mind if I do . I am sure that Lexi did not mind either, but she is too preoccupied with Sandra 

at the moment to notice what I am doing . 

 

I need to change that . I am the main character of the story, after all . 

 

A devilish grin plasters on my face as I position myself quietly . A hand firmly onto her ass and another 

hand directs my cock towards her wet cunt . The cockhead caresses those pretty lips of hers, nudging 

slowly at first then spreading them apart gently . 

 

Lexi blinks and cocks her head back just before both of my hands wrap around her slender waist for a 

much-needed support . My hips slam into her ass, forcing a ripple over her ass cheeks while driving my 

cock all the way in . 

 

"Dad! Ugh!" 

 

Lexi calls out at the unceremonious intrusion . Her mouth gasps, drooling cum and saliva onto her chin, 

neck and chest, dripping onto Sandra . 

 

I proceed to pound her snatch in full, spitting her tightness apart again and again . 



 

"Oh God . Dad! You're so big . You're so big! Fuck me! Fuck your daughter!" 

 

Lexi calls out as her back dimples, putting her ass up and meeting my thrust . 

 

 

"Damn straight I will . Take my cock like you mean it!" 

 

I roar back and bottom myself inside her again and again . 

 

"Ah! Uh! Hard… harder! Argh! Ah!" 

 

Lexi groans . Her words soon become muffled as Sandra arcs upwards and steals kisses from her lips, 

and she reacts by also arcing up and back, allowing me to grab hold of her wrists . Find authorized novels 

in Webnovel，faster updates, better experience，Please click for visiting . 

 

I pull her arms back as I hammer home from below without restraint . 

 

Her ass ripples at my relentless assault while Sandra attacks her from the front . 

 

Lexi is being double teamed by me and Sandra, and from the soaking wetness of her cunt, lubricating 

the passage way into her womb, she is enjoying the attention very much . 

 

It is what Lexi always wanted . To always be the center of attention . To be special . 

 

Sandra starts squeezing and fondling Lexi's rather impressive chest while maintaining the affectionate 

kiss, preventing the girl from screaming as her cunt is getting pounded hard . 

 

And with a graceful gesture, Sandra undid the intricate clasp in front of Lexi's bra . Her tits spring free 

from the tight confines, unleashing in all their glory . 



 

Those huge breasts bounce and jiggle delightfully as Lexi's body jolts and jolts by me from abusing her 

cunt with my cock without pause . 

 

Her juices completely coat my shaft and proceed to slime onto my ball from the thrusting . 

 

Once Sandra allows Lexi to be very vocal again, Sandra buries her face into those seductive bouncing 

breasts, licking them and kissing them . 

And when Sandra found an erected nipple, she starts sucking on it, rolling the nub around her mouth, 

flicking it with her tongue and chewing on it lightly with her teeth . She soon bites down quite savagely 

and pulls the nipple with her teeth before letting it snap back into place . 

 

Lexi's breast jiggles mesmerizing when the erected nipple returns to its rightful place, enticing Sandra to 

try again, which she did, from one huge breast to another . 

 

Sandra didn't care if it hurts Lexi . She only cares for her own enjoyment at the moment . 

 

One of her hands is rubbing her cunt, plunging several fingers in and out of its depth, soaking herself 

with the mixture of her nectar and my seeds . Her other hand is actually alternating between squeezing 

my balls and pitching Lexi's pubic hair, bringing the both of us to utter delight . 

 

 "Argh! Ah! Ugh! Ah! Dad! I'm! Ah…! I'm… ! Ah! Coming!"" 

 

Lexi calls out as I keep slamming into her cunt, spearing her with my maddening cock with unrhythmic 

thrusting . Slow and fast . Short and long . 

 

"Not yet, Lexi . Daddy going to cum with you . " 

 

I call out and try to bring myself to climax . I could feel the boiling seeds within my balls, breaking down 

the gate and climbing up the shaft . 

 

However, my thrusting slows abruptly for a little bit as warmness drowns my cock and touches my balls . 



 

"Ummmmmm… . . !" 

 

Lexi climaxes, soaking herself completely . Semi-clear liquids spray out of her cunt, coating her thighs as 

well as mine . Sandra's hand also is drenched . 

 

"And who tells you to cum before your father, you little slut? You need to be punished for that . " 

 

I question and let go of her hand . Lexi falls forwards against Sandra as I hammer her cunt hard, quickly 

bringing forth my climax . It is very close . 

 

But instead of filling her ravaged cunt, I pull out my jerking cock and spray my spunk all over her around 

ass and back without hesitation . It is her punishment . 

 

Lexi gasps and shudders as a seemingly endless streams of cum splash against her skin, pooling into a 

puddle on her back and running to the side towards her huge breasts and onto Sandra below . 

 

Lexi didn't get a single moment of rest as her bubbly butt is spread wide and her asshole is split open by 

an ejaculating cock . 

 

The cum helps me drill into her tight rectum and brings her mind into a state of shock . 

 

"Oh dad! It hurts . Ah! You're breaking me . Uhhhh! Ahh… You're… breaking… me!" 

 

Lexi calls out in pain and tries to break free . 

 

However, Sandra holds Lexi tightly in place for me to dish out my punishment while milking Lexi's tits 

with her mouth and sucking my hot cum as well . 

 

My hands claw her ass as I plow her hard and fast, shooting cum deep into her rectum . And once the 

ejaculation dies down, I rejuvenate my junior and continue the punishment, all amidst Lexi's wailing for 

help . 



 

I will make sure that Lexi won't be able to sit in a chair for the rest of the week, and after a handful of 

minutes, Lexi groanings quite mindlessly with her face against the floor and her ass pointing upwards 

into the air . 

 

Her asshole is stretched and filled to the brim with cum . Enough so that it spills out and runs down to 

her cunt, soaking her pussy lips . Quite a lot of it spills onto the floor . 

 

It will be very difficult cleaning all that up . 

 

"How… how much… uh… how much did you cum, Max?" 

 

Sandra asks me while bouncing on my meat in reversed cow-girl style . Both my hands are cupping her 

ass, supporting her movement . 

Endless amount of cum glisters my cock, spilling out of her cunt and plastering my balls each time she 

lifts up . Sloshing sounds could be hard when she slams down upon me . 

 

Despite that, we both are gasping heavily due to the impending climax . 

 

"In her or in you?" 

 

I chuckle between breaths . My hands are around her waist now, helping Sandra impaling on my rock-

hard cock more readily and bringing ourselves over the edge . Our grunts fill the room and escape into 

the empty hallway . 

 

Despite cumming for the umpteenth time, I feel like I could go again without resorting to my power, so I 

did . Sandra is happy to please me, but she did need to take a moment first . 

 

By the time Lexi recollects herself, Sandra is lying across one of my laps and sucking my cock . Her hand 

is wrapping around the base, squeezing and twisting . 

 

"Dad…" 



 

Lexi utters as she tries to sit upright, but her ass is hurting pretty badly . This is not to mention the huge 

amount of cum leaking out of her spread anus . Her body is also glossy with my spunk . 

 

"Come over here and lick my cock like your mother . " 

 

Lexi did, and her tongue runs along one side of my shaft while Sandra takes care of the other side . This 

is the life, I suppose as I lean back against the couch and enjoy the two wonderful mouths in a lovely 

home . 

 

People are gapping outside the window . 

 

The blinds are never closed, and none of us really care at the moment . 

 

Sandra and Lexi take turn to swallow my cock and deep throat me in their own unique way . Sandra is an 

expert, bringing me to heaven with her techniques, but Lexi is very tight, and her lack of experience 

really turns me on . 

 

And when it is time, they share the rich and tasty rewards . 

 

"That house is very nice . It is big and spacious . We didn't visit the bedroom but judging from the living 

room, I think it should on par as well . It is also located close to work, so you can cut down the travel 

time quite a bit . I think you should put a deposit on it before someone else does, Sandra . If you don't 

have enough, I will sort it out for you . " 

 

I suggest to Sandra, who sitting next to me . We are now back at the real estate building with Lexi . But 

Lexi is not seen anywhere in the room . 

 

"No, that is fine . I did receive the advance payment this morning . " 

 

Sandra responses with a faint smile . Her eyes slide downwards before returning to match my eyes at 

the correct level once more . 



 

"You are enjoying this, aren't you, Max?" 

 

Sandra questions . 

 

"Uh huh… why don't you join her?" 

 

I suggest . My body straightens a little in the rather comfy chair while Lexi inhales my cock and vibrate 

her throat . She is getting very good at deepthroating, and it is thanks to all the practices I give her . 

 

It is a father's job to teach his daughter the finer thing in life . 

 

"You would like that, don't you?" 

 

Sandra responses with a smirk before sliding down her seat and disappear under the desk . 

 

"Ah…" 

 

I groan and enjoy the rest of the afternoon with the two ladies . Maybe I will take them out to dinner 

with Halle, and maybe we can have a foursome . 

 

That is the plan . 


